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Abstract. Finite-dimensional nonassociative algebras are considered

which satisfy certain subsets of the following identities: (1) (x, x,x) =

0, (2) (wx,y,z) + (w,x,\y,z\). = w(x,y,z) + (w,y,z)x, (3) (w,x ■ y,z) =

x ■ (w,y,z) + y ■ (w,x,z), (4)(x,y,z) + (y,z,x) + (z,x,y) = 0. It is first ob-

served that nil algebras satisfying (1) and (2) are solvable. The standard

Wedderburn principal theorem is then established both for algebras satisfy-

ing (1), (2) and (3) and for algebras which satisfy (2) and (4). Throughout it

is assumed that the base fields have characteristic different from 2 and 3.

1. Introduction. Using the commonly accepted notation (x,y, z) = (xy)z

- x{yz), [x,y] = xy — yx, and x ■ y = \{xy + yx), we consider nonassocia-

tive algebras which satisfy certain subsets of the following identities:

(1) (x,x,x) = 0,

(2) (wx,y,z) + (w,x,[y,z]) = w(x,y,z) + (w,y,z)x,

(3) (w, x ■ y, z) = x ■ (w, y, z) + y ■ (w, x, z),

(4) (x,y,z) + (y,z,x) + (z,x,y) = 0.

Algebras which satisfy (1) and (2) are called generalized right alternative

algebras and have been studied in [4] and [5]. Algebras satisfying (1), (2) and

(3) are known as generalized alternative algebras and have been studied in [2]

and [6]. Algebras which satisfy (2) and (4) are called generalized (-1,1)

algebras and have been considered in [4].

Let A be a finite-dimensional nonassociative algebra, and let TV be the nil

radical of A. Following [8] we shall say that A permits a Wedderburn

decomposition if A has a subalgebra S such that A = S + N and S n TV
= (0).

A nonassociative algebra which satisfies (2) and

(5)(x,y,x) = Q

is called a generalized alternative algebra II. From [11] it is known that such

algebras are noncommutative Jordan, while from [10] it is known that all

noncommutative Jordan algebras over fields of characteristic ?* 2 satisfy

(6)(x,y2,z) = 2y ■ (x,y,z).

Since (3) is just the linearized form of (6), and (5) clearly implies (1), it follows

that generalized alternative algebras II over fields of characteristic ^ 2 are

generalized alternative algebras in the present sense, i.e. satisfy (1), (2) and (3).
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In §3 of this work it is shown that a generalized alternative algebra A over

a field of characteristic ^ 2, 3 permits a Wedderburn decomposition, provid-

ed A/N is separable. This removes the restrictions imposed on such algebras

by Theorem 7.14 in [2], and by the previous paragraph generalizes Theorem

2.4 in [11], except for characteristic 3. In §4 it is established that generalized

(—1,1) algebras, under the same restrictions as above, likewise permit a

Wedderburn decomposition. Since all (—1,1) algebras are also generalized

(—1,1) algebras, this extends the work in [7].

2. Generalized right alternative algebras. In this section we use heavily the

fact established by Theorem 3 in [5] that semiprime generalized right

alternative algebras over fields of characteristic ¥= 2, 3 are right alternative.

We let À* = A{1) = A and define inductively A^ = An~^A, AM
= A{n~x]yl("-1). A is called right nilpotent (solvable) of index k if A^k] {A(k))

= (0) for some integer k > 0.

Theorem \. If A is a finite-dimensional, nil, right alternative algebra over a

field of characteristic # 2, then A is right nilpotent and consequently solvable.

Proof. That A is right nilpotent comes directly from the proof of Lemma

7 in [3]. The proof that A is solvable is by induction on the dimension of A.

Since A is right nilpotent, A2 # A. If A2 = (0), then clearly A is solvable.

Otherwise, using our induction assumption A contains the nonzero solvable

ideal A2 and A/A2 is solvable, so A itself is solvable by Proposition 2.2 in [9].

Theorem 2. If A is a finite-dimensional, nil, generalized right alternative

algebra over a field of characteristic ¥= 2, 3, then A is solvable.

Proof. The proof is by induction on the dimension of A. If A is semiprime,

then A is right alternative and consequently solvable by Theorem 1. Thus we

may assume that A contains a nonzero ideal B such that B2 = (0). But then

A contains the solvable ideal B and A/B is solvable by the induction

assumption, so again by Proposition 2.2 in [9] A itself is solvable.

Theorem 3. If A *£ (0) is a finite-dimensional, nil semisimple, generalized

right alternative algebra over a field of characteristic # 2, 3, then A has an

identity element and is the direct sum of simple ideals.

Proof. Since A nil semisimple implies A is semiprime, A is right alternative.

But then by Theorem 6 in [1] A is in fact alternative. Hence by Theorem 3.10

in [9] A has an identity element, and by Theorem 3.12 in [9] A is the direct sum

of simple ideals.

3. Generalized alternative algebras. Let A be a generalized alternative

algebra over a field of characteristic ¥= 2 which has an idempotent e # 1, and

suppose moreover that A has a Peirce decomposition relative to e. Throughout

we shall use the convention that w«, x¡j,y¡j, z¡j e A¡j for i,j = 0, 1. In the

subsequent lemma we shall use, often without specific mention, the multipli-

cation for subspaces established in Theorem 4.1 of [2]; namely A¡¡Aj¡ C Ay,

A ¡¡Ay C A« for i # j, and otherwise AmnAst C SnsAmt. We shall also use the
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following facts established in Lemma 4.2, 4.3 and 5.2 of [2], where again /' ^ j:

(i) (Ajj + Aß + Av)(AüAn) = 0,
(ü) xu{yüz«) = yutefiXü),

(iii) (AuAfl)Ay = 0,
(iv) xi¡ ■ y¡j = o.

Lemma. Let A be a generalized alternative algebra over afield of characteristic

^ 2 which contains an idempotent e ¥= I. If A has a Peirce decomposition relative

to e and e G ^10^01 > tnen ^oo^io = 0-

Proof. Using the multiplication for subspaces and then in turn (3), (iv) and

(i), we obtain

(^lo^oo^oi-^io) = 2(^0,¿00 ' woi'xio)

= Âz<x> • (yl0,w0l,xi0) + w0l ■ (rio^oo^io)]

= zoo(ywwm>xio) + (j'io'Woi. ^10)^00.

whence

z0o(j'l0>M'Ol'-*lo) = (j'lO'^OO^'Ol'^lo) ~~ (7l0'w01'xlo)z00

E A0l n Aw = (0).

Thus we have

(v) zoo((y\owo\)x\o) = ^ooC^io^oi^io))-

Next using (iv) and (3) we have

0 = (w0i,y]0 • x10,zoo) = yi0 • (w01,x10,zoo) + JCio ' (^oi^io^oo).

whence

(wo\>x\0'zoo)y\o + Kh^io-^oo^io = —^io(woi >*io>zoo) - -^íoí^oi >y\o>zoo)

£ A0l n Am = (0).

Thus we have

(vi) (woi>*lO ̂oob'io = -(^oi-^io^oo)^-

Now (2) gives

(w0i ̂ 10.^10.zoo) + (woi'x\o>[y\o>zoo\)

= Wqi^o.^o.Zoo) + (woj.^jo, 2oo)*10-

Expansion of this last equation together with some cancellation of terms yields

(w0i*io)(*oo/io) = ((woi*io b'io^oo + woi^io^oo^io))

-^oi^io^io)^) _ ("'oi'J'io^ocO-xio = -(wo\,y\o>zoo)xio>

using the multiplication for subspaces and (i). Thus we have
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(vii) (*oi*io)(wio) = -(wo\>y\o>zoo)x\o-

Using now in turn (ii), (vii) and (vi), we obtain

zoo(y\o(wo\x\o)) = (w0l xlo)(2<X¡yio) = -(woi>J,io>*oo)*io

= (wQi,xw,z00)yw,

or

(vüi) zoo(yw(wo\xw)) = Onii.-Kio^oob'io-

Next linearization of (1) yields

0 = (-^lO'^Ol^Oo) + (^Ol^OO'-^lo) + ^OO'-^lO'^Oo)

+(-:t10'z00' ^Ol) + ^OO'^Ol'^lo) + (^Ol'^lO'^Oo)

= (-^lO^OO'^Ol) + ^OO'^Ol'^lo) + (^Ol'^lO^Oo)'

using the multiplication for subspaces, (i) and (iii). Thus

(zm,w0l,xlQ) + (w0l,xw,zm) = -(^0,200,^0,) G ^oo n Au = (0),

or

(ix) (2oo>woi>*io) + (woi>*iO'zoo) = °-

From (2) we next obtain

(¿OO-FlO'^Ol^lo) + (^OO^lO'Kl^lol)

= zm(y\o>woi>x\o) + (zoo»woi»*io)^io-

Expansion of this last equation together with some cancellation of terms yields

(¿oo-yioH^ioWoi) = (OwioHi^io + ^ooC^io^io^oi))

-zoo((y\owo\)xio) - (zoo>wo\>x\o)y\o

= -zoo((y\owo\)x\o) - (¿oo'^oi>*io).Vio>

using (iii) and the multiplication for subspaces. Thus we have

(x) (zooy\o)(x\owo\) = -?oo(0'iowoi)*Mf) _ (zOO>wO\>x\o)y\0-

Finally, using in turn (x), (v), (viii) and (ix), we obtain

(¿oo-yioX^ioWoi) = -^((^lo^oO-^io) - (^oo^oi^ioMo

= -zoo(y\o(wo\xio)) - ^OO'^Ol'^lO^lO

=  ~(w0\>x\0>z0o)y\0 _ (ZfJO'^Ol'^loWo

=  -[(woi,X10,Zoo) + (%),H>01,X,0)].y10 = °.

or

(Xi) OWloX-KlO^Ol)  =  °-
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Suppose now that e G Ai0A0i « tnat ls e = 2 -^lo^oi • Then by (xi) we have

zoo^io = (^oo^io)^ - (zoo>'io)Œ *iowoi) = 0.

Hence A^A^q = 0 as claimed. This completes the proof of the lemma.

Theorem 4. Let A be a finite-dimensional generalized alternative algebra over

a field of characteristic # 2, 3. If A/N is separable where N is the nil radical of

A, then A permits a Wedderburn decomposition.

Proof. The proof is by induction on the dimension of A. We begin by

making some reductions. First, as in the associative case, we may assume the

nil radical N of A does not properly contain any nonzero ideal of A, e.g. as in

§1 of [7], Second, if A is semiprime, then by the main theorem in [6] A is

alternative. In this case A permits a Wedderburn decomposition by Theorem

3.18 in [9]. Thus we may assume N2 = (0) and so in the standard fashion

assume the base field F to be algebraically closed, e.g. as in §2 of [7]. Third,

using our Theorem 3 and Lemma 2.3 in [2], which establishes Ae(\) and Ae(0)

are subalgebras for any idempotent e G A, we may apply Theorem 2.1 in [8]

to assume that A has an identity element 1 and that A/N is simple.

Now if 1' is the only idempotent in A/N, which as a simple generalized

alternative algebra must by the main theorem in [6] be alternative, then

A/N ca FÏ. This follows since Fis algebraically closed and since there are no

nodal alternative algebras. In this case F\ is the desired subalgebra of A. Thus

we may assume A/N contains an idempotent é ¥> V, which by Lemma 2.1 in

[8] lifts to an idempotent e ¥= 1 in A. Furthermore, since A is finite-

dimensional, e may be assumed to be primitive.

Next let H = (A,e,e). By Lemma 2 in [4] H is an ideal of A such that
H2 = (0). Also, A = A' + H where ^1' is a subalgebra of A such that

A' H H = (0). If H # (0), then H = N by our first reduction. In this case A'

is the desired subalgebra of A. Thus we may assume (A,e, e) = (0). Then since

from Lemma 2.2 in [2] it is known that always (e,A,e) = (0), linearization of

(1) yields (e,e,A) = (A,e,e) = (0). Hence it follows that A has a Peirce

decomposition relative to e.

We now have by Theorem 5.1 in [2] that T = AwA0l + Ax0 + /l0i

+ ^oi^lO >s an ideal m ^ generated by Ae{\) = Al0 + A0]. If T ¥= A, then T

permits a Wedderburn decomposition by the induction assumption, and so A

has a Wedderburn decomposition by Theorem 2.2 in [8]. Thus we may assume

A = ^10^01 + ^10 + ^oi + ^oi^io-
Finally, since 1 G A so that we have both e G Ai0A()i and 1 — e G A0] A]0

as idempotents, it follows from our previous Lemma that both ^oo^io

= 0 and AnA0\ = 0. But then A = AwAm + Aw + A0i + ^4oi^ 10 ̂ s alter-
native by Theorem 5.8 in [2]. Since as noted earlier A permits a Wedderburn

decomposition in this case, our induction and proof are now complete.

As observed in [2], nonassociative algebras satisfying (1), (2) and (3) are

anti-isomorphic to nonassociative algebras satisfying (1), (3) and

(7) ([w,x],y,z) + (w,x,yz) = y(w,x,z) + (w,x,y)z.

Also, by Theorem 3 in [12] nonassociative algebras which satisfy (1), (2) and

(7) permit a Wedderburn decomposition when they are under the same

restrictions as in Theorem 4. Thus we now have the following
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Corollary. Let A be a finite-dimensional nonassociative algebra over a field

of characteristic =£ 2, 3, N be the nil radical of A, and A/N be separable. If A

satisfies (1) and any two of (2), (3) and (7), then A permits a Wedderburn

decomposition.

4. Generalized (—1,1) algebras.

Theorem 5. Let A be a finite-dimensional generalized (—1,1) algebra over a

field of characteristic ¥= 2, 3. If A/N is separable where N is the nil radical of A,

then A permits a Wedderburn decomposition.

Proof. The proof is by induction on the dimension of A. MA is semiprime,

then by Theorem 3 in [5] A is right alternative and consequently a (—1,1)

algebra. In this case A permits a Wedderburn decomposition by the main

Theorem in [7]. Also, from (21) in [4] we know that Ae{\) and Ae(0) are

subalgebras for any idempotent e E A. Thus it follows that we may make the

same first three reductions as in the proof of our Theorem 4.

Now again using Theorem 3 in [5], A/N as a simple generalized (—1,1)

algebra must be (—1,1) and so in turn is associative. Since there are no nodal

associative algebras, we may thus assume as in the proof of Theorem 4 that A

contains a primitive idempotent e # 1. Then also as in the proof of Theorem

4, we may assume that H = (A,e,e) = (0). In particular, this means that now

A = A' in Lemma 2 of [4].

Suppose next that A has no nonzero trivial ideals in its center. Then by

Lemma 13 in [4], / = A]r>A()i + /f10 + A0i + A0lAl0 is an ideal in the nucleus

of A. In particular, we note that / is the ideal generated by Ae{\) = Al0

+ A0i. Now if / 7e A, then / permits a Wedderburn decomposition by the

induction assumption, and so A has a Wedderburn decomposition by Theo-

rem 2.2 in [8]. On the other hand, if / = A, then A is associative and of course

permits a Wedderburn decomposition.

There only remains to consider the case when TV is a nonzero trivial ideal in

the center of A. Arguing exactly as in [7], we let A(N) = {x E A\Nx = 0}. It

is clear that A(N) is an ideal in A and that N C A(N) C A. Since A/N is a

simple algebra with an identity element, we have A(N) = N. Let n E N and

x, y E A. Then we have

"fo.y] = nxy ~ nyx = nxy ~ xny = nxy ~ nxy = o,

so [x,y] E A(N) = TV. But then A/N as a nonzero, associative, commutative,

simple algebra must be a field. Since this contradicts our assumption that A/N

contains an idempotent different from its identity element, our proof is now

complete.
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